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Mastering Primary Geography - Anthony Barlow 2019-06-27
Mastering Primary Geography introduces the primary geography
curriculum and helps trainees and teachers learn how to plan and teach
inspiring lessons that make learning geography irresistible. Topics
covered include: · Current developments in geography · Geography as an
irresistible activity · Geography as a practical activity · Skills to develop
in geography · Promoting curiosity · Assessing children in geography ·
Practical issues This guide includes examples of children's work, case
studies, readings to reflect upon and reflective questions that all help to
show students and teachers what is considered to be best and most
innovative practice, and how they can use that knowledge in their own
teaching to the greatest effect. The book draws on the experience of two
leading professionals in primary geography, Anthony Barlow and Sarah
Whitehouse, to provide the essential guide to teaching geography for all
trainee and qualified primary teachers.
Theories and Simulations of Complex Social Systems - Vahid
Dabbaghian 2013-10-27
Research into social systems is challenging due to their complex nature.
Traditional methods of analysis are often difficult to apply effectively as
theories evolve over time. This can be due to a lack of appropriate data,
or too much uncertainty. It can also be the result of problems which are
not yet understood well enough in the general sense so that they can be
classified, and an appropriate solution quickly identified. Simulation is
one tool that deals well with these challenges, fits in well with the
deductive process, and is useful for testing theory. This field is still
relatively new, and much of the work is necessarily innovative, although
it builds upon a rich and varied foundation. There are a number of
existing modelling paradigms being applied to complex social systems
research. Additionally, new methods and measures are being devised
through the process of conducting research. We expect that readers will
enjoy the collection of high quality research works from new and
accomplished researchers.
Making Public in a Privatized World - David A. McDonald 2016-02-15
How do we provide effective public services in a deeply neoliberal world?
In the wake of the widespread failure of privatisation efforts, societies in
the global south are increasingly seeking progressive ways of recreating
the public sector. With contributors ranging from cutting-edge scholars
to activists working in health, water, and energy provision, and with case
studies covering a broad spectrum of localities and actors, Making Public
in a Privatized World uncovers the radically different ways in which
public services are being reshaped from the grassroots up. From
communities holding the state accountable for public health in rural
Guatemala, to waste pickers in India and decentralized solar electricity
initiatives in Africa, the essays in this collection offer probing insights
into the complex ways in which people are building genuine alternatives
to privatization, while also illustrating the challenges which communities
face in creating public services which are not subordinated to the logic of
the market, or to the monolithic state entities of the past.
Planning for an innovation district - Sara Lawrence 2019-02-13
Innovation districts are physical spaces that serve to strengthen the
foundations and institutions of an innovation ecosystem. The design,
implementation, and management of formalized innovation districts is a
new practice area. Research draws upon the experience of concentrated
areas of innovation that occurred organically, such as Boston’s Route
128, as well as intentional projects to bring together innovators in large
science and technology parks, such as North Carolina’s Research
Triangle Park. Existing research focuses on how to define and design
innovation districts and evaluate their impact, as well as general policy
considerations. In this paper, we review the definitions and benefits of an
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innovation district, reviewing the existing empirical research on their
impacts. We then propose a series of questions to guide practitioners in
addressing the economic, physical, social, and governance elements of
an innovation district. Finally, we outline some of the challenges in
creating an innovation district and ways to measure progress, to allow
practitioners to get ahead of potential issues in the future. This paper is
intended to help policymakers and practitioners working in innovation
and economic development translate the concepts of innovation
ecosystems into actionable next steps for planning innovation districts in
their communities.
Science Education in Countries Along the Belt & Road - Ronghuai
Huang 2022
This book aims to highlight science education in countries along the Belt
and Road. It consists of 30 chapters divided into three main parts,
namely Arab and African countries, Asian countries and European
countries,. We invited science education experts from 29 "Belt and Road"
countries to introduce the current status of science education in their
countries and the new requirements with the rapid evolution of
Information Technology. The major contributions of this book include: 1)
Provide the current status of science education in countries along the
Belt and Road as well as the requirement for developing and improving
science education in these countries; 2) Discuss new insights of science
education in future years; 3) Inspire stakeholders to take effective
initiatives to develop science education in countries along the Belt and
Road. .
The Routledge Handbook of EU–Russia Relations - Tatiana Romanova
2021-07-26
The Routledge Handbook of EU-Russia Relations offers a comprehensive
overview of the changing dynamics in relations between the EU and
Russia provided by leading experts in the field. Coherently organised into
seven parts, the book provides a structure through which EU-Russia
relations can be studied in a comprehensive yet manageable fashion. It
provides readers with the tools to deliver critical analysis of this
sometimes volatile and polarising relationship, so new events and facts
can be conceptualised in an objective and critical manner. Informed by
high-quality academic research and key bilateral data/statistics, it
further brings scope, balance and depth, with chapters contributed by a
range of experts from the EU, Russia and beyond. Chapters deal with a
wide range of policy areas and issues that are highly topical and
fundamental to understanding the continuing development of EU-Russia
relations, such as political and security relations, economic relations,
social relations and regional and global governance. The Routledge
Handbook of EU-Russia Relations aims to promote dialogue between the
different research agendas in EU-Russia relations, as well as between
Russian and Western scholars and, hopefully, also between civil
societies. As such, it will be an essential reference for scholars, students,
researchers, policymakers and journalists interested and working in the
fields of Russian politics/studies, EU studies/politics, European
politics/studies, post-Communist/post-Soviet politics and international
relations. The Routledge Handbook of EU-Russia Relations is part of a
mini-series Europe in the World Handbooks examining EU-regional
relations established by Professor Wei Shen.
Ecological Sustainability - Robert B. Northrop 2016-04-19
Complex systems is a new field of science studying how parts of a system
give rise to the collective behaviors of the system, and how the system
interacts with its environment. This book examines the complex systems
involved in environmental sustainability, and examines the technologies
involved to help mitigate human impacts, such as renewable energy,
desalination, carbon capture, recycling, etc. It considers the
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relationships and balance between environmental engineering and
science, economics, and human activity, with regard to sustainability.
The Crisis and Renewal of U.S. Capitalism - Laurence CossuBeaumont 2015-12-22
Despite the reversal of America’s fortune from the triumphalism of the
Roaring Nineties to the gloom of the lost decade and the Great
Depression, theoretical conceptions of US capitalism have remained
surprisingly unchanged. In fact, if the crisis questioned the sustainability
of the US capitalist paradigm, it did not fundamentally challenge
academic theorization of American political economy. This book departs
from the American political economy literature to identify three common
myths that have shaped our conceptualization of US capitalism: its
reduction to a state-market dyad dis-embedded from societal factors; the
illusion of a weak state and the synchronic conception of the US variety
of capitalism. To remedy these pitfalls, the authors propose a
civilizational approach to American political economy at the crossroads
between cultural studies, history, sociology and political science.
Drawing together contributions from a rich variety of fields (from
geography to cultural studies, political science and sociology) this work
sheds a new light on America’s "cultural political economy" combining
theoretical reflection with empirical data and offering innovative
perspectives on the crisis and renewal of American capitalism.
Population, Migration and Settlement in Australia and the AsiaPacific - Natascha Klocker 2018-12-07
The chapters in this book reflect on the work of seminal Australian
geographer, the late Professor Graeme Hugo. Graeme Hugo was widely
respected because of his impressive contributions to scholarship and
policy in the fields of migration, population and development, which
spanned several decades. This collection of works contains contributions
from authors whose own research has been influenced by Hugo; and
includes numerous authors who worked closely with Hugo throughout
his career. The collection provides an opportunity to reflect on Hugo’s
legacy, and also to foreground contemporary scholarship in his key areas
of research focus. The chapters are organised into two thematic threads.
Part I contains works relating to ‘Population, Migration and Settlement
in Australia’, while Part II focuses on ‘Labour and Environmental
Migration in the Asia-Pacific’. Together, these two thematic threads
provide broad coverage of Graeme Hugo’s key areas of research focus.
The chapters also serve as a reminder of Hugo’s steadfast concern with
producing careful scholarship for the public good, and seek to prompt
continued work in this vein. The chapters originally published in special
issues in Australian Geographer.
Debates in Geography Education - Mark Jones 2017-09-07
Debates in Geography Education encourages early career teachers,
experienced teachers and teacher educators to engage with and reflect
on key issues, concepts and debates. It aims to enable readers to reach
their own informed judgements with deeper theoretical knowledge and
understanding. The second edition is fully updated in light of the latest
research, policy and practice in the field, as well as key changes to the
curriculum and examination specifications. Expert contributors provide a
range of perspectives on international, historical and policy contexts in
order to deepen our understanding of significant debates in geography
education. Key debates include: geography's identity as an academic
discipline; what constitutes knowledge in geography; places and regional
geography; what it means to think geographically; constructing the
curriculum; how we link assessment to making progress in geography;
the contribution of fieldwork and outdoor experiences; technology and
the use of Geographical Information; school geography and
employability; understanding the gap between school and university
geography; evidence-based practice and research in geography
education. The comprehensive, rigorous coverage of these key issues,
together with carefully annotated selected further reading, will help
support and shape further research and writing. Debates in Geography
Education is a key resource that is essential reading for all teachers and
researches who wish to extend their grasp of the place of geography in
education. Mark Jones is Senior Lecturer in Education at the University
of the West of England, Bristol, UK David Lambert is Professor of
Geography Education at UCL Institute of Education, London, UK
Value Chain Struggles - Jeff Neilson 2011-07-26
Adopting a 'global value chain' approach, Value Chain Struggles
investigates the impact of new trading arrangements in the coffee and
tea sectors on the lives and in the communities of growers in South
India. Offers a timely analysis of the social hardships of tea and coffee
producers Takes the reader into the lives of growers in Southern India
who are struggling with issues of value chain restructuring Reveals the
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ways that the restructuring triggers a series of political and economic
struggles across a range of economic, social, and environmental arenas
Puts into perspective claims about the impacts of recent changes to
global trading relations on rural producers in developing countries
The Strategic Digital Media Entrepreneur - Penelope M. Abernathy
2018-09-28
A goldmine of strategic insights and practical business guidance
covering all aspects of media entrepreneurship in the Digital Age The
media industry is facing epic upheaval. Revolutionary new technologies
compel those in businesses as diverse as broadcasting to book publishing
to radically recreate their business models or be left in history’s wake. At
the same time, those with the next big idea are eager to acquire the
business know-how needed to make it in today’s brave new world of
media. Written by a uniquely well-qualified author team, this book
addresses the concerns of both audiences. Penelope Muse Abernathy and
JoAnn Sciarrino provide timely lessons on everything from media
financing to marketing, business strategy to leadership, innovation to
business accounting. They use numerous case studies and real-world
vignettes to reveal the success secrets of today’s hottest media
entrepreneurs, as well as the fatal flaws that leads many promising new
ventures down the road to ruin. They begin with a primer on digital
entrepreneurship basics, covering how to create a winning digital
business model, obtain financing, do business accounting, identify
strategic challenges, and more. From there they show you how to:
Develop sustainable customer-focused strategies while overcoming the
unique leadership challenges of the Digital Age Define your company’s
unique value proposition, prioritize investments in key assets, and form
strategic partnerships and alliances Understand and prepare to exploit
the vast potential inherent in the next generation of digital technologies,
including artificial intelligence, virtual reality, and blockchain, among
others The two companion websites feature a wealth of supplemental
material, including updates, instructional videos, essays by media
leaders, as well as PowerPoint presentations and study guides for
instructors. Packed with practical insights and guidance on all aspects of
the business of media in the Digital Age, The Strategic Digital Media
Entrepreneur is a must-have resource for professionals and students
alike in advertising, marketing, business strategy, entrepreneurship,
finance, social media, and more.
Towards Sustainable Rural Regions in Europe - John M. Bryden
2012-03-28
This book presents the methodology and results of a three-year, elevencountry science-to-policy research project – Toward a Policy Model of
Multifunctional Agriculture and Rural Development – undertaken
between 2005 and 2008 and financed under the European Union's Sixth
Framework program. It deals with an important contemporary policy
issue: how best to ensure that an agriculturally-based policy can
contribute to the development of rural regions. It tackles this problem in
a number of different but complementary ways, primarily by the
development of a unique and innovative dynamic systems model,
POMMARD (a Policy Model of Multifunctional Agriculture and Rural
Development).
Education for Sustainable Development - Brian Chalkley 2013-09-13
In 2005, The United Nations launched its Decade of Education for
Sustainable Development, which recognises that education, including
Higher Education is the key to the change in social attitudes that will be
needed to protect the welfare of future generations. This involves helping
learners to live as though the future matters and to achieve ecoliteracy.
This includes the understanding that personal lifestyle decisions may
have consequences, ranging from climate change, through loss of
biodiversity, to pollution and resource depletion that may permit
environmental degradation on a planetary scale. It also involves helping
them to develop the skills needed to cope with such challenges. This
international collection of research papers and position statements from
special issues of the Journal of Geography in Higher Education and
Applied Environmental Education and Communication, written by many
of the leading practitioners in the field, aims to provide resources and
practical guidance for all seeking to promote and engage in education for
a sustainable future. Rabindranath Tagore encouraged each learner to
make their actions demonstrate a harmonious union between education
and environment. David Orr argued that the world needs people who live
well in their places to make the world both habitable and humane and
that the main challenge for education is to help learners make their
minds fit for life on Earth. This book tries to chart a practical route
towards these objectives. This book was previously published as special
issues of the Journal of Geography in Higher Education and Applied
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Environmental Education and Communication
Design, Implementation, and Evaluation of Virtual Learning
Environments - Thomas, Michael 2012-06-30
"This book highlights invaluable research covering the design,
development, and evaluation of online learning environments, examining
the role of technology enhanced learning in this emerging area"-Provided by publisher.-61 Sample Question Papers: ICSE Class 10 for 2022 Examination Oswal - Gurukul 2021-09-20

a new model to actively and prudently enhance the quality of
urbanization through compact, intelligent, and low-carbon development.
It symbolizes the departure from land-centered urban development to a
form of people-oriented urbanization, as China’s Premier, Li Keqiang, has
advocated. This new model offers a platform for planning researchers
and practitioners to tackle urbanization challenges, such as social equity,
environment, energy, ecological and historic preservation, affordable
housing, and externalities of mega cities. Furthermore, people-oriented
urbanization calls for public participation and stakeholder engagement in
the planning process. This book brings together planners, designers,
scholars, scientists, and government officials from China and all over the
world to exchange ideas on urban regeneration.
Natural Catastrophe Risk Management and Modelling - Kirsten MitchellWallace 2017-04-24
This book covers both the practical and theoretical aspects of
catastrophe modelling for insurance industry practitioners and public
policymakers. Written by authors with both academic and industry
experience it also functions as an excellent graduate-level text and
overview of the field. Ours is a time of unprecedented levels of risk from
both natural and anthropogenic sources. Fortunately, it is also an era of
relatively inexpensive technologies for use in assessing those risks. The
demand from both commercial and public interests—including
(re)insurers, NGOs, global disaster management agencies, and local
authorities—for sophisticated catastrophe risk assessment tools has
never been greater, and contemporary catastrophe modelling satisfies
that demand. Combining the latest research with detailed coverage of
state-of-the-art catastrophe modelling techniques and technologies, this
book delivers the knowledge needed to use, interpret, and build
catastrophe models, and provides greater insight into catastrophe
modelling’s enormous potential and possible limitations. The first book
containing the detailed, practical knowledge needed to support
practitioners as effective catastrophe risk modellers and managers
Includes hazard, vulnerability and financial material to provide the only
independent, comprehensive overview of the subject, accessible to
students and practitioners alike Demonstrates the relevance of
catastrophe models within a practical, decision-making framework and
illustrates their many applications Includes contributions from many of
the top names in the field, globally, from industry, academia, and
government Natural Catastrophe Risk Management and Modelling: A
Practitioner’s Guide is an important working resource for catastrophe
modelling analysts and developers, actuaries, underwriters, and those
working in compliance or regulatory functions related to catastrophe
risk. It is also valuable for scientists and engineers seeking to gain
greater insight into catastrophe risk management and its applications.
New South African Review 6 - Devan Pillay 2018-01-29
Wide-ranging essays demonstrate how the consequences of inequality
extend throughout society and the political economy Despite the
transition from apartheid to democracy, South Africa is the most unequal
country in the world. Its extremes of wealth and poverty undermine
intensifying struggles for a better life for all. The wide-ranging essays in
this sixth volume of the New South African Review demonstrate how the
consequences of inequality extend throughout society and the political
economy, crippling the quest for social justice, polarising the politics,
skewing economic outcomes and bringing devastating environmental
consequences in their wake. Contributors survey the extent and
consequences of inequality across fields as diverse as education,
disability, agrarian reform, nuclear geography and small towns, and
tackle some of the most difficult social, political and economic issues.
How has the quest for greater equality affected progressive political
discourse? How has inequality reproduced itself, despite best intentions
in social policy, to the detriment of the poor and the historically
disadvantaged? How have shifts in mining and the financialisation of the
economy reshaped the contours of inequality? How does inequality reach
into the daily social life of South Africans, and shape the way in which
they interact? How does the extent and shape of inequality in South
Africa compare with that of other major countries of the global South
which themselves are notorious for their extremes of wealth and
poverty? South African extremes of inequality reflect increasing
inequality globally, and The Crisis of Inequality will speak to all those
general readers, policy makers, researchers and students who are
demanding a more equal world.
Food and Development - E.M. Young 2013-06-19
The relationship between food and development has always been
controversial. Over the last thirty years, development in the north and
south has failed to deliver people a decent diet. While some people have

Foot-tracks in New Zealand: Origins, Access Issues and Recent
Developments - Pete McDonald 2011
Foot-tracks in New Zealand examines the development of walking tracks
over two centuries, from the early 19th century to about 2011. Publisher:
Pete McDonald Page size: A4 ISBN: 0473190958, 9780473190958 File
format: PDF Number of pages: 1000 About: Trails, Tracks, New Zealand,
History, Recreation, Land access
Higher Education and Policy for Creative Economies in Africa - Roberta
Comunian 2020-11-04
The book reflects on the role of the creative economies in a range of
African countries (namely Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria, South Africa and
Uganda). Chapters explore how creative economies emerge and can be
supported in African countries. The contributors focus on two key
dimensions: the role of higher education and the role of policy. Firstly,
they consider the role of higher education and alternative forms of
specialised education to reflect on how the creative aspirations of
students (and future creative workers) of these countries are met and
developed. Secondly, they explore the role of policy in supporting the
agendas of the creative economy, taking also into consideration the
potential historical dimension of policy interventions and the impact of a
lack of policy frameworks. The book concludes by reflecting on how
these two pillars of creative economy development, which are usually
taken for granted in studying creative economies in the global north,
need to be understood with their own specificity in the context of our
selected case studies in Africa. This book will be of interest to students,
scholars and professionals researching the creative economies in Africa
across the humanities and social sciences. All the royalties from the
publication of this book will be donated to the not-for-profit organisation
The Craft and Design Institute (CDI) (https://www.thecdi.org.za/) in
South Africa, supporting capacity building for young creative
practitioners from disadvantaged backgrounds.
NTA-UGC-NET - Rph Editorial Board 2020-10
This comprehensive book is specially developed for the candidates of
CBSE-UGC-NET: Geography Exam for the purpose of Study and practice
of questions based on the latest pattern of the examination. Detailed
Explanatory Answers have also been provided for the selected questions
for Better Understanding of the Candidates.
PISA Take the Test Sample Questions from OECD's PISA Assessments OECD 2009-02-02
This book presents all the publicly available questions from the PISA
surveys. Some of these questions were used in the PISA 2000, 2003 and
2006 surveys and others were used in developing and trying out the
assessment.
Practising Cultural Geographies - Ravi S. Singh 2022
This festschrift honours Prof. Rana P.B. Singh who has dedicated his life
to teaching and conducting research on cultural geography with a
‘dweller Indian perspective’. The book focuses on the cultural
geographies of India, and to an extent that of South Asia. It is a rich
collection of 23 essays on the themes apprised by him, covering
landscapes, religion, heritage, pilgrimage and tourism, and human
settlements.
Recent Developments in Chinese Urban Planning - Qisheng Pan
2015-08-27
This book provides a comprehensive overview of the most recent
development of Chinese cities. It discusses a broad range of subjects of
urban planning, including environmental planning, transportation
planning, historical preservation, economic development, geographic
information systems (GIS) and other technological applications. China,
the most populous country in the world, has experienced unprecedented
urbanization in a relatively short period. During the past decades,
urbanization in China has centered on land development through
industrialization and investment, but it has largely ignored the prosperity
and well-being of the people. Livable cities are not just those with
magnificent buildings and infrastructure; they are great places where
people want to live. China’s recently inaugurated leaders have proposed
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too little food and die as a consequence, some people have too much food
and die from associated diseases. Furthermore, some methods of food
production create social dislocation and deadly environments where
biodiversity is eroded and pollution is rampant. While guaranteeing
enough food for the world’s inhabitants continues to be a serious
challenge, new issues about food have emerged. Food and Development
is a lively and lucidly written text which provides a clear and accessible
introduction to these complex and diverse food related problems. It
explores the continued prevalence of mass under nutrition in the
developing world; acute food crises in some places associated with
conflict; the emergence of over nutrition in the developing world and the
vulnerability of the contemporary global food production system. The
text identifies the major problems and analyzes factors at international,
national and local scales to understand their continued prevalence. The
book concludes by evaluating the potential of some oppositional forces to
challenge the hegemony of the contemporary food system. This timely
and original text will be invaluable to undergraduates interested in the
challenges surrounding food and development. The text is richly filled
with case studies from the Global North and South to illustrate the
nature and extent of these urgent issues and their interrelated nature.
Each chapter contains a range of features to assist undergraduate
learning, including: learning objective, key concepts, summaries,
discussion questions, further reading and websites, and follow up
activities.
Private International Law and the Internet - Dan Jerker B.
Svantesson 2021-08-05
In this, the fourth edition of Private International Law and the Internet,
Professor Dan Svantesson provides a detailed and insightful account of
what has emerged as the most crucial current issue in private
international law; that is, how the Internet affects and is affected by the
five fundamental questions: When should a lawsuit be entertained by the
courts? Which state’s law should be applied? When should a court that
can entertain a lawsuit decline to do so? How wide ‘scope of jurisdiction’
should be afforded to a court with jurisdiction over a dispute? And will a
judgment rendered in one country be recognized and enforced in
another? Professor Svantesson identifies and investigates twelve
characteristics of Internet communication that are relevant to these
questions and then proceeds with a detailed discussion of what is
required of modern private international law rules. Focus is placed on
several issues that have far-reaching practical consequences in the
Internet context, including the following: cross-border defamation; crossborder business contracts; cross-border consumer contracts; and crossborder intellectual property issues. A wide survey of private international
law solutions encompasses insightful and timely analyses of relevant
laws adopted in a variety of jurisdictions, including Australia, England,
Hong Kong SAR, the United States, Germany, Sweden, and China, as
well as in a range of international instruments. There is also a chapter on
advances in geo-identification technologies and their special value for
legal practice. The book concludes with two model international
conventions, one on cross-border defamation and one on cross-border
contracts, as well as a set of practical checklists to guide legal
practitioners faced with cross-border matters within the discussed fields.
Professor Svantesson’s book brings together a wealth of research
findings in the overlapping disciplines of law and technology that will be
of particular utility to practitioners and academics working in this
complex and rapidly changing field. His thoughtful analysis of the
interplay of the developing Internet and private international law will
also be of great value, as will the tools he offers with which to anticipate
the future. Private International Law and the Internet provides a
remarkable stimulus to continue working towards globally acceptable
private international law rules for communication via the Internet.
The European Union and the Geopolitics of the Arctic - Andreas
Raspotnik 2018-01-26
The Arctic is a region that has seen exponential growth as a space of
geopolitical interest over the past decade. This insightful book is the first
to analyse the European Union’s Arctic policy endeavours of the early
21st Century from a critical geopolitical perspective.
Secured Transactions Law Reform in Africa - Marek Dubovec
2019-10-31
Over the last few decades, many countries have reformed their secured
transactions law. One of the main reasons has been the clear link
between reform and the availability of credit, and the drive to improve
access to finance, particularly for micro, small and medium-sized
enterprises. This book focuses particularly on developing economies in
Africa, which have legal frameworks influenced by English, French,
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Belgian, Roman-Dutch and other laws. Reform in this area of law across
African countries has taken a number of forms, which are explored and
discussed in this book. Secured Transactions Law Reform in Africa is a
mixture of a critical description of the pre-reform law and practice, and
the reform process itself. It also includes a comparative analysis of the
legal provisions and an examination of the early results of the reforms.
The book sets out a road map for the future of secured transactions
reform; primarily in Africa, but also in other countries that have
undertaken or are contemplating similar reforms. This book is the second
in a series of books about Secured Transactions Law in countries around
the world, and its reform, both on a national and an international scale.
The first book, Secured Transactions Law Reform: Principles, Policies
and Practice, was published in 2016.
Restoring Justice and Security in Intercultural Europe - Brunilda
Pali 2017-09-14
The intercultural contexts and new configurations in Europe offer fertile
ground for social conflict, tensions and threat. This book challenges
predominant and fear inducing approaches of justice and security as they
appear in intercultural contexts, and develops alternative understandings
by exploring both theoretically and empirically the potential of dialogic
and restorative justice oriented actions in sensitive areas of living
together. The book offers unique opportunities for rethinking frames of
(in)justice, (in)security, and their intersections, and for reshaping
European practices and policies in a more sustainable way. This book is
based on an innovative and exploratory action research project in four
European countries, which challenges the obsessive focus on security
concerns, the merging of the security discourse with intercultural
contexts, and the emphasis on technology and surveillance as a way to
conceive the doing of security. Both the project and the book offer
another vision on what security means and how it can be done, by
multiplying participatory encounters between different groups in society,
promoting opportunities for deliberations and dialogue about alternative
forms of conviviality. The book is one of two volumes resulting from the
work by a group of researchers in six European countries having
cooperated intensively during four years in ALTERNATIVE, an action
research project funded under the EU Seventh Framework Programme.
Climate Change, Human Security and Violent Conflict - Jürgen Scheffran
2012-05-26
Severe droughts, damaging floods and mass migration: Climate change is
becoming a focal point for security and conflict research and a challenge
for the world’s governance structures. But how severe are the security
risks and conflict potentials of climate change? Could global warming
trigger a sequence of events leading to economic decline, social unrest
and political instability? What are the causal relationships between
resource scarcity and violent conflict? This book brings together
international experts to explore these questions using in-depth case
studies from around the world. Furthermore, the authors discuss
strategies, institutions and cooperative approaches to stabilize the
climate-society interaction.
Collecting, Managing, and Assessing Data Using Sample Surveys - Peter
Stopher 2012-01-19
Collecting, Managing, and Assessing Data Using Sample Surveys
provides a thorough, step-by-step guide to the design and
implementation of surveys. Beginning with a primer on basic statistics,
the first half of the book takes readers on a comprehensive tour through
the basics of survey design. Topics covered include the ethics of surveys,
the design of survey procedures, the design of the survey instrument,
how to write questions and how to draw representative samples. Having
shown readers how to design surveys, the second half of the book
discusses a number of issues surrounding their implementation,
including repetitive surveys, the economics of surveys, web-based
surveys, coding and data entry, data expansion and weighting, the issue
of non-response, and the documenting and archiving of survey data. The
book is an excellent introduction to the use of surveys for graduate
students as well as a useful reference work for scholars and
professionals.
Globalization Development and Social Justice - Ann El Khoury
2015-03-27
Are there existing alternatives to corporate globalization? What are the
prospects for and commonalities between communities and movements
such as Occupy, the World Social Forum and alternative economies?
Globalization Development and Social Justice advances the proposition
that another globalization is not only possible, but already exists. It
demonstrates that there are multiple pathways towards development
with social justice and argues that enabling propositional agency, rather
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than oppositional agency such as resistance, is a more effective
alternative to neoliberal globalization. El Khoury develops a theory of
infraglobalization that emphasizes creative constitution, not just
contestation, of global and local processes. The book features case
studies and examples of diverse economic practice and innovative
emergent political forms from the Global South and North. These case
studies are located in the informal social economy and community
development, as well as everyday practices, from prefigurative politics to
community cooperatives and participatory planning. This book makes an
important contribution to debates about the prospects for, and practices
of, a transformative grassroots globalization, and to critical debates
about globalization and development strategies. It will be of interest to
students and scholars of international relations, globalization, social
movement studies, political and economic geography, sociology,
anthropology and development studies.
Financialising City Statecraft and Infrastructure - Andy Pike 2019
Financialising City Statecraft and Infrastructure addresses the struggles
of national and local states to fund, finance and govern urban
infrastructure. It develops fresh thinking on financialisation and city
statecraft to explain the socially and spatially uneven mixing of
managerial, entrepreneurial and financialised city governance in
austerity and limited decentralisation across England. As urban
infrastructure fixes for the London global city-region risk undermining
national ‘rebalancing’ efforts in the UK, city statecraft in the rest of the
country is having uneasily to combine speculation, risk-taking and
prospective venturing with co-ordination, planning and regulation.
UGC-NET (Paper-I) Previous Years' Papers (Solved) - Rph Editorial Board
2020-10
This immensely valuable book of Solved Previous Years' Papers is
specially published for the aspirants of UGC-NET (Paper-I) of Junior
Research Fellowship and Assistant Professor Eligibility Exam. The book
comprises several Solved Previous Years' Papers of UGC-NET Paper-I.
Explanatory Answers are presented in such a manner to be useful for
study and self-practice. The book is aimed to help you prepare well and
sharpen your problem-solving skills by practising through numerous
questions in these solved papers and face the exam with confidence,
successfully.
Cambridge IGCSE Geography - John Belfield 2012-01-01
An investigative approach to Cambridge IGCSE Geography, written in
partnership with the Geographical Association. Encourage students to
make links between case studies and their own local contexts as well as
exploring the core themes and skills of the 0460 syllabus in the context
of global case studies and processes. Prepare for exam success with full
coverage of the core themes of Paper 1 (Population and Settlement, The
Natural Environment, Economic Development and the Use of Resources)
as well as the geographical and fieldwork skills elements of Papers 2, 3
and 4. Help students focus on achieving the best grades with excellent
exam support for each Paper, with exam-style questions, answers at
different levels and accompanying comments. Be confident in the content
and approach - this resource is written by highly experienced Geography
teachers, consulted edited by a CIE Principal Examiner, and produced in
partnership with the UK Geographical Association - the home of best
practice in Geography teaching.
Push Back - Judith Large 2016-12-15
In 2009, after decades of conflict, the Sri Lankan government proclaimed
the decisive defeat of the Liberation Tamil Tigers of Elam. Subsequently,
the state proved resistant to attempts by the UN and other international
bodies to promote post-war reconciliation or reform. In this incisive new
work, Judith Large investigates the ways in which the Rajapaksa
government was able to subvert international diplomatic efforts, as well
as exploring the wider context of rising Sinhalese nationalism, the
attendant growth of discrimination against minorities, and efforts by
both the diaspora and citizens within Sri Lanka to work towards a
positive peace. Push Back is vital reading not only for those interested in
Sri Lanka, but also for those concerned about the wider implications of
the conflict for human rights, peace-making, and geopolitics.
Global Resurgence of the Right - Gisela Pereyra Doval 2021-07-27
This book provides a broad-ranging analysis of the global resurgence of
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right-wing forces in the twenty-first century. These parties, organisations
and social movements represent a break from right-wing forces in
interwar political history in Europe and the United States, and the rightwing dictatorships in Latin America. The book reflects on the most
appropriate conceptual categories to account for this phenomenon and
whether terms such as populism, fascism, authoritarianism or
conservatism can explain the new manifestations of the right. The book
also explores this through a range of national case studies written by
country specialists, focusing on Austria, Italy, Spain, Argentina, Brazil,
Ecuador and the United States of America. Providing a much-needed
global perspective, this book will be of considerable interest to students
and scholars of populism, fascism, right-wing extremism and
conservatism.
Torkildsen's Sport and Leisure Management - Rob Wilson 2022-11-01
For nearly 40 years Torkildsen’s Sport and Leisure Management has
been the most comprehensive and engaging introduction to sport and
leisure management available to students at all levels. Now in its seventh
edition, it is still the only textbook that covers all the key topics taught
within contemporary sport and leisure management courses. This new
edition includes expanded coverage of the practical managerial skills
that students must develop if aiming for a career in the sport and leisure
industry, from planning and managing people to marketing,
entrepreneurship, and the law. It includes four completely new chapters
on the global sport and leisure economy, historical development, crosssector collaboration, and management consultancy, reflecting important
developments in contemporary sport and leisure. This edition retains the
hallmark strengths of previous editions, including in-depth discussion of
the social and cultural context of sport and leisure; full analysis of the
public, private, and voluntary sectors; and a review of key products and
services. Richly illustrated throughout with up-to-date evidence, data,
case-studies, and international examples, each chapter also contains a
range of useful pedagogical features, such as discussion questions,
practical tasks, and structured guides to further reading and resources.
This is an important resource for students working in fields such as sport
management, sport business, sport development, leisure management,
and events management. Dedicated online resources offer additional
teaching and learning material for students and lecturers.
The Geography of Finance - Gordon L. Clark 2007-05-03
Publisher description
Handbook of Education Policy Research - Gary Sykes 2012-09-10
Co-published by Routledge for the American Educational Research
Association (AERA) Educational policy continues to be of major concern.
Policy debates about economic growth and national competitiveness, for
example, commonly focus on the importance of human capital and a
highly educated workforce. Defining the theoretical boundaries and
methodological approaches of education policy research are the two
primary themes of this comprehensive, AERA-sponsored Handbook.
Organized into seven sections, the Handbook focuses on (1) disciplinary
foundations of educational policy, (2) methodological perspectives, (3)
the policy process, (4) resources, management, and organization, (5)
teaching and learning policy, (6) actors and institutions, and (7)
education access and differentiation. Drawing from multiple disciplines,
the Handbook’s over one hundred authors address three central
questions: What policy issues and questions have oriented current policy
research? What research strategies and methods have proven most
fruitful? And what issues, questions, and methods will drive future policy
research? Topics such as early childhood education, school choice,
access to higher education, teacher accountability, and testing and
measurement cut across the 63 chapters in the volume. The politics
surrounding these and other issues are objectively analyzed by authors
and commentators. Each of the seven sections concludes with two
commentaries by leading scholars in the field. The first considers the
current state of policy design, and the second addresses the current
state of policy research. This book is appropriate for scholars and
graduate students working in the field of education policy and for the
growing number of academic, government, and think-tank researchers
engaged in policy research. For more information on the American
Educational Research Association, please visit: http://www.aera.net/.
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